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Background
Federated learning (FL) has been an important topic in ML and has seen many 
applications in 5G/6G wireless communications, Internet of Things (IoT), financial 
fraud detection, input method editor (IME), advertising (ads), health records, …

In this paper, we consider a standard
centralized FL system, with a global
server and many local clients (data silos,
mobile phones, IoT devices).

In each round, the clients train the models
locally, and send back the model updates 
to the server for aggregation.



Challenges of FL
Three key challenges in FL algorithm design, theory, and deployment:

1. Communication cost: Limited wireless bandwidth often cannot afford 
transmitting full-precision large models.

2. Data heterogeneity: Local clients’ data are non-iid. Thus, the local training 
loss (expectation over local data distribution) are different from the global 
training loss.

3. Partial participation: In cross-device FL, clients may drop and join in each 
round, thus partially participating in FL training.



Reducing the Communication Overhead
To reduce the communication cost, two main categories of strategies are:

1. Local steps: we allow clients to run local training for K steps before 
aggregation, thus reducing the number of communication rounds.

2. Communication compression: we compress the local model updates 
transmitted between the server and the clients.

Common choices of compressor C(x): 

● Unbiased compressor: E(C(x)) = x
○ Stochastic quantization, stochastic sparsification …
○ Can usually be used in place of the full-precision gradients or model updates

● Biased compressor:　E(C(x)) ≠ x, with bounded deviation
○ Topk, Random-k, sign-SGD, fix quantization …
○ Need to be applied with an error correction scheme called Error Feedback (EF) (or variants)



Our Contributions
Error Feedback (Seide et al. 2014; Stich et al. 2018) has not been studied under 
the practical FL setting, thoroughly.

● We focus on the Fed-EF framework and provide the analysis of EF with local 
steps, data heterogeneity, and communication compression, to achieve a 
sharp convergence rate compared with state-of-the-art FL methods.

● We propose Fed-EF-AMS, the first adaptive (Adam-type) FL algorithm with 
communication compression.

● We develop the analysis of EF under partial participation, showing an extra 
slow down factor which is related to the client sampling ratio.

[1] Seide et al., 1-bit stochastic gradient descent and its application to 
data-parallel distributed training of speech DNNs, INTERSPEECH 2014

[2] Stich et al., Sparsified SGD with memory, NeurIPS 2018



Fed-EF Algorithm
Fed-EF-SGD: The server performs SGD updates

Fed-EF-AMS: The server performs AMSGrad 
(Reddi et al. 2019) updates

For distributed gradient compression with 
adaptive optimizers, see Li et al. 2022.

[1] Reddi et al., On the convergence of Adam 
and Beyond, ICLR 2019

[2] Li et al., On distributed adaptive optimization 
with gradient compression, ICLR 2022



Convergence Rates
Contrastive compressor:                                   , n: # of clients   m: # of active clients                                  

● Fed-SGD with biased compression, without EF:
● Fed-EF-SGD and Fed-EF-AMS (full participation):

● Fed-EF under partial client participation (uniform sampling assumption)

An extra slow-down factor         : “delayed error compensation”

Partial participation introduces staleness to the local error accumulator. Updating 
with the stale information slows down convergence.

Matches full-precision rates 
when q=0 (no compression)

The full-precision rate under PP is                         
[Yang et al. ICLR’21]



Communication Complexity

Our algorithm and analysis covers local steps, data heterogeneity, partial 
participation and adaptive optimizer.



Experiments

Fed-EF matches the performance of full-precision training with substantially 
reduced communication cost (30 - 100x)

p = m/n  is the client participation rate



Speedup

Linear speedup with n in full participation case

Faster speedup with m in partial participation (validating the extra          factor)

Fed-EF with Topk-0.01 compression

Left: full participation, n = 20, 40, 60, 100

Right: Partial participation, n = 200

          m = 20, 40, 60, 100
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